
Nightbear, jester, holy fool,
reminder of what men choose
to forget, 
bearer of the sacred rattle,
the healing feather. 
Lake power, stone power, 
crystal shaman, 
thoughts of tomorrow 
speeding spinal from base to 
crown, 
breaking into a new day 
from an old way.



The blood is red
beneath the skin
the skin is red,

brown, black, white, yellow.

Heartbeat,
sacred drum,

four sacred directions,
one burning heart:

I am the fire 
in my lodge of stars.



Shamandance,
ancient calling,
pulling thunder

from the sky,
walking on water,

dancing 
through flame,

searching 
for the name, 
the unspoken 

syllables
of our calling
              - home.



dark night of the soul,
crystal mountains of memory,

shards of memory,
the past pulls downward through quicksand time.

but the heart,
opening to the healing sun,

draws the fragment
from the wound.



Wounded healer,
silent seeker,

chasing thunder.
the gifts of solitude:

lightning in the palm of the hand,
an empty ocean full of cold love

soothing ancient fires
...love's storm.



Solitude:
vision quest,

rest.
Silence:

friends lost,
love gone.

The aching heart
and the floating lily
sustained by invisible 

root,
the iris by

invisible stem.



The silence is broken by birdsong and the aching heart,
redeemed by Her voices, choices, choosing water,

standing firm on ancient limbs, begins again to see from the heart.



transforming
in buffalo robes
of forest green,
birthing eagles
from nests of 

memory.
Full moon calls &

the ghost eagle 
flies

from my heart to the 
heart of the sun,

palms poring water,
soles drawing
lightning gifts.





No longer human, 
what will we be?
eye single?
heart lotus?
small mountainsong?
Bearing gifts 
with no giver,
singing songs 
with no singer.
walking softly
on pure water?
healing angels
in the depths of time?



Threshold breaker,
earth shaker,
sky spanner,
singer from the 
depths of time,
stepping into this 
moment
from the timeless,
bringing stardust
& pollen
from skycenter.





Riversinger,
shamangel, 
bringing gifts from 
the mountain snow 
to the valley below, 
belly full of salmon, 
mind full of stars.

Heartsong, thunderbird,
four sacred directions
in sacred skin:
black, white, brown,
yellow.

Palms pouring truth
          - life is water.


